**Synopsis**

Overview

Laminated and spiral bound Motor Carriers’ Road Atlas for heavy-duty users

The #1 selling trucker’s road atlas in North America is as tough as the rig you’re driving. With its laminated pages and spiral binding, the Deluxe Motor Carriers Road Atlas can stand up to all of the wear-and-tear from the road. Save time and money with this easy to use atlas.

Other Features

Durable, laminated pages stand up to stains and liquids, and won’t show signs of normal wear-and-tear. Tough spiral binding allows the book to lay open easily.

Detailed coverage of state and national designated routes

Updated restricted routes, low clearance, and weigh station locations.

21-page mileage directory including more than 40,000 truck-route-specific, city-to-city mileage.

Road construction and conditions hotlines.

Updated coverage of hazardous materials regulations.

Easy-to-use chart of state and provincial permit agency phone numbers and websites.
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**Customer Reviews**

I grear book to have if you are a over the road truck driver (OTR). It has everything you need to know about everywhere you want to go. Plan out your route with dry eraser markers and wipe it clean when your done.

Very useful. It has a lot of travel information that comes in handy as you travel across country. We travel in a motorhome so having a tool available for large vehicle travel helps out alot to avoid roads we should not travel on with the RV.
We were looking for a current road atlas with laminated pages. This product is just what we wanted to replace our ancient Rand McNally atlas. We will certainly order again as Christmas gifts for our boys.

Top of the line atlas. Lots of good info and well organized. This laminated version takes a beating in my truck and it holds up well.

I buy one of these every few years. I like the spiral binding so I can fold it over. I like the laminated pages so I don't have to worry about spills and so I can draw on it with a dry erase marker.

Very good quality as usual for Rand McNally except it doesn't list any of the truck stops anymore. Don't understand why they wouldn't. Truck stops are a major part of a truckers life.

I got this for my husband who is a truck driver and he loves it very helpful.

AMAZING Atlas!!! Well worth the money!!!!
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